
 
Barbering Strokes and Handling 
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Special Note: The first command is the hand you hold the second is the side of the head 
There is only 2 ways to hold clippers in this system  
1st - Choke Move 
2nd- Straight Thumbs 

PPAAT 
 

All Moves, strokes and shape ups are Backed by PPAAT- Position, 
Pressure, Accuracy, Angle, Technique 

 

With Grain- All Choke Moves 
1.Right to left  top stroke  
2.Right to left side down stroke 
3.Right to left back down stroke  (3-A is left hand) 
4. Left to right back down stroke (4-A is right hand) 
5. Left to right side down stroke 
6. Left to right top stroke 

With Grain Cross Moves 
1. 16 
2. 34 
3. 43 
4. 61 
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Against the grain 
1. Reverse left to left top stroke Choke Move (1-A is reverse right stroke) 
2. Reverse left to left up side stroke (2-A is with the Right Hand) (2-B is the 
Choke move) (2-C is reverse right stroke) 
3. Reverse left to left back stroke  (3-A is the Right Hand) (3-B is the Choke 
move) 
4. Reverse right to right up back Stroke (4-A is with left) (4-B is the Choke 
move) 
5. Reverse right to right up side Stroke  (5-A is with the left) (5-B is the 
Choke move) (5-C is reverse left stoke) 
6. Reverse right to right top stroke Choke Move (6-A is reverse left stroke) 

 

Against Cross Moves 
1. 16 
2. 34 
3. 43 
4. 61 

 

Strokes For Bald Heads  
-Using Trimmers or balding clippers- use front back blade technique 
from all angles to get  clean bald head with light stubble 
-Using Electric Shavers- use shavers in all directions to get all hair 
stubble which will cut  super clean bald head-  special note( in order to 
use electric shavers correctly all hair must first be cut to stubble with 
trimmers or balding clippers, shavers can’t grab longer hair) 
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Shape ups 

1.Left and Right straight  (Back)- 1-A is round 1-B back blade 
2.Back side Left to left angle- 2-A Right (2-B back blade) 
3.Back side Right to right angle- 3-A Left  (3-B back blade) 
4. Around the Ear- Left side - Front Blade-LH) (4-A Front Blade-RH) (4-B Back 
Blade-LH) (4-C Back Blade-RH) 
5. Around the Ear- right side- Front Blade-RH) (5-A Front Blade-LH) (5-B Back 
Blade-RH) (5-C Back Blade-LH) 
6. Front left to left arch (6-A is back blade technique-RH ) (6-B front blade- RH  
7. Front right to right arch (7-A is back blade technique-LH ) 7-front blade- LH 

8. Left and Right Straight (Front) 
 9. Front left to left angle- 9-A Right 
10. Front right to right angle- 10-A Left  
 

 
The Beard and Mustache Cutting  
Cutting the length of the beard uses the same moves as barbering 
With and against the Grain 
 
For with and against the grain on beard we only have 2 sections left 
and right  
 
With the Grain 

1. Right to Left with stroke- 1-A- left hand 
2. Left to Right with stroke- 2A -with right hand 
Special Note: when cutting neck and face with shape up clippers to 
clean face, you will have to use front and back blade technique to get 
face clean, don’t forget to pull skin, this will help in the process  

Reverse (Against Grain) 
1. Reverse Left to Left stroke- 1A- right hand 
2. Reverse right to right stroke- 2A- left hand 

Pull Stroke (performed with trimmers or shavers) 
1. Left to left- 1A- Right 
2. Right to right-  2A- Left 
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Beard and Mustache Shape up 

1. Left to left- outer beard- 1A- right hand  
2. Left to Left -inner beard- back blade)- (2A- front blade-LH) (2B- Back 

Blade-RH) (2C- Front Blade-RH) 
3. Left to Left- outer Goatee- back blade (3A- Right) 
4. Left to Left- inner Goatee- back blade (4A-Right) 
5. Straight across- inner bottom Goatee- Front Blade-LH (5A- Back 

Blade LH) (5B- Front Blade- RH) (5C- Back Blade- RH) 
6. Right to Right- outer beard- 6A- left 
7. Right to Right -inner beard- back blade)- (7A- front blade-RH) (7B- 

Back Blade-LH) (7C- Front Blade-LH) 
8. Right to Right- outer Goatee- back blade (8A- Left) 
9. Right to Right- Inner Goatee- back blade- (9A- Left) 
10. Mustache- outer – Front blade- LH- (10A- back blade- LH) 

(10B- Front Blade-RH) (10C-Back Blade- RH 
11. Mustache- Inner- front blade- LH ( 11A- front blade-RH)  
12. Under Bottom Lip-Left to Left- (12A-Right) 
13. Left to Left Bottom Neck- front blade (13A-front blade-RH) 

(13B-Back Blade-L or R) 
14. Right to Right Bottom Neck- front blade (14A-front blade- LH) 

(14B-Back Blade- L or R) 
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Clipper Holding and Stroke Techniques 
 

Clipper Holding 
 

There is only 2 ways to hold clippers in this system 
 Choke Move- hand fully around clipper 
 Straight Thumbs- clipper in front, Thumbs held in front 
portion of clipper pointed toward person 
Brace Finger- the finger you use when performing a shape up, it 

can be done with your left or right index finger depending on side or angle 
of head 

Double Brace- brace done with two hands 

Seesaw Clipper- when you have to tilt one side of clipper up to get 

a position without damaging haircut 
 

 Strokes 
F(Full) Stroke- a long full stroke from any direction designed to cut a large 
area of the head 
R(Rapid) Stroke- is when cutting a portion of head, or regular cut, it’s a 
series of small quick Strokes 
L(Line) Stroke- is a series of quick, sure, short strokes to develop a 
blending line 

Flick of the Risk Blending Strokes 
E(Eraser) Stroke- this is a blending stroke that takes time and practice, its 
designed to make a smooth blending transitions, I f this move is not 
properly done it may result in a long frustrating haircut 
(E) Soft Touch- blending Stroke with very low pressure applied 
(E) Hard Touch- blending Stroke with heavier pressure applied  
(E) Angle Stroke- blending stroke with a variation of the tilting of the 
clipper and blade 
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Other Strokes 

Free hand Stroke- this stroke can be all wrapped up in one, it’s when you 
take a clipper either open or closed, mostly with no guard with controlled 
movement (you can best use this stroke once you have mastered the E 
Stoke 

What is PPAAT 
 

P- Position 
P- Pressure 
A- Accuracy 
A- Angle 
T- Technique  
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